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We report the observation of a controlled Landau-Zener transition (LZT) in Rydberg atoms by breaking
the symmetry of the underlying Hamiltonian. For a nonhydrogenic Rydberg atom inside a changing electric
(F) field, a LZToccurs between the avoided crossing energy levels of neighboring Rydberg states only for a
sufficiently high changing rate. If a transverse magnetic (B) field is applied as we implement, the atomic
level symmetry is broken, which causes the Stark manifolds denoted by a different jmj (m is the magnetic
quantum number) to interact with each other. The mixed state levels end up pushing the adiabatically
repelled target states closer and additionally they serve as stepping stones for the sequential LZTs between
the neighboring sublevels. Such a feature significantly decreases the changing rate required for an efficient
LZT inside a pure electric field. We report experimental observations that support the above scenario.
It opens a versatile approach for engineering a controlled LZT in more general systems.
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Nonadiabatic dynamics is a paradigm in many physical
systems [1–11] such as coherent beam splitting for electron
spin states [8,10], the controlled driving of a superconduct-
ing qubit [4,9,12], and efficient spin transporting in a
semiconductor quantum well [11]. A ubiquitous feature of
such dynamics concerns the universal physics associated
with the Landau-Zener transition (LZT) [13], which quan-
titatively describes the nonadiabatic transition rates from
sweeping through an avoided crossing as illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). Assuming the diabatic energy levels cross each
other linearly in time, the LZT rate between the two
adiabatic states is approximately given by [13]

p ¼ exp

�
−

πΔ2

2jν2 − ν1j
�
; ð1Þ

where Δ is the gap minimum between the two avoided
crossing levels, and νj denotes the “speed” along the
asymptotic diabatic energy level Ej ¼ νjðt − t0Þ for j ¼ 1

and 2, following the convention of the Planck constant
ℏ ¼ 1. Given a Δ, the magnitude of νj fully determines the
LZT transition rate, and thus the associated quantum
dynamic process [1,4,5]. For example, assuming a small
Δ due to aweak interaction (∼10 kHz), the transfer dynamics
is efficiently tunable even for a slowly varying coupling in
a time scale up to 200 μs [1], while for a larger gap, a faster
sweeping rate is required to observe a LZT.
This Letter proposes a scenario for an enhanced LZT in

a two-level system by breaking the level degeneracy, or

the symmetry of the underlying Hamiltonian, as depicted in
Fig. 1(b). The split of the otherwise degenerate states and
the resulting sublevels push the target states closer and
serve as stepping stones for significantly enhanced sequen-
tial LZTs. The underlying mechanism differs from the
earlier method of simply changing the varying or sweeping
rate [1,11,14].

FIG. 1. A LZT over a simple two-level crossing as in (a) can be
significantly enhanced with the removal of level degeneracy as in
(b) due to symmetry breaking.
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This scenario is demonstrated with a Na Rydberg atom
around n ¼ 30 by single-photon excitation. Figure 2(a)
illustrates the Stark map for a Rydberg sodium atom at
jmj ¼ 0 due to a single-photon π excitation from the
ground state. Rich avoided crossings from core polarization
[15,16] are easily noticeable. Treated as an approximate
hydrogenic atom, for every jmj of a given manifold n, an
interaction subspace is spanned by the quantum number k
running from −ðn − jmj − 1Þ to ðn − jmj − 1Þ in steps of 2.
Subspaces with different jmj do not couple to each other
[17]. For nonhydrogen atoms like sodium (for m ¼ 0),
avoided crossings arise, the first of which at the weakest
electric field with the minimum gap occurring at the Inglis-
Teller limit [18], labeled by point A in Fig. 2(a). While
below the limit, the 30p and 31s states, which are defined
as the states adiabatically connected to the zero-field 30p
and 31s ones, labeled in thick blue and red lines, exhibit
opposite slopes, respectively. They possess induced electric
dipole moments (IEDMs) of opposite signs [19]. Given the
large Δ for this avoided crossing, the observation of an
efficient LZT requires a large sweeping rate on the order of
105 V=cm μs [14,20–22].
Gaps for subsequent avoided crossings at higher electric

fields, for instance, at points B and C, are increasingly
larger, thus preventing efficient LZTs from occurring [25].

An atom adiabatically staying in a given Stark state, e.g.,
the 31s state, carries IEDMs of opposite signs before and
after an avoided crossing. Such a feature is generic for
nonhydrogen atoms at low jmj states.
When a transverse B field is introduced to the non-

hydrogenic Rydberg atom in a pure electric field F,
however, the above discussed degeneracies are broken
and the Stark manifold splits further into a more compli-
cated level diagram that can be described by the following
Hamiltonian [26–28]

H ¼ p2

2
þ VcðrÞ þ Fr cos θ þ 1

2
BLx

þ 1

8
B2r2 sin2 θ cos2 ϕ; ð2Þ

in atomic units, assuming a fixed atomic core and with
orthogonal F and B fields, respectively, along the z and
x axes. The first three terms on the rhs of Eq. (2) are the
kinetic energy, the Coulomb potential modified by the core
polarization, and the Stark effect, which constitute the
Hamiltonian of an atom in a pure electric field F. The terms
on the second line denote the paramagnetic interaction and
the diamagnetic interaction, respectively.
The symmetry breaking by the transverse B field gives

rise to many sublevels and noticeable level deformations as
shown in Fig. 2(b), where the magnetic field is set to
B ¼ 0.8 T. Unlike in a pure electric field, jmj is no longer a
good quantum number now and the subspaces of the Stark
manifold denoted by different jmj are coupled to each
other by the paramagnetic term satisfying Δl ¼ �1 and
Δm ¼ �1, and weakly by the diamagnetic term according
to Δl ¼ 0, �2 and Δm ¼ 0, �2 [28,29]. These coupling
schemes extend to all jmj states. In a strong transverse B
field, the large jmj states repel the low jmj states strongly,
therefore pushing the blue state 30p and red state 31s
closer, a specific example of what we discussed.
Compared to the case of a pure F field, the crossed field

level diagram exhibits two distinct features that give rise to
an enhanced LZT and a larger net IEDM. First, the
symmetry breaking causes more states to participate in a
level interaction, which reduces the overall gap and pulls
the target state energy levels closer. As a result, the Inglis-
Teller crossing point occurs earlier, e.g., at a lower F field,
as denoted in Fig. 2(b), and the gap reduces to ∼0.02 cm−1

from ∼0.08 cm−1 in a pure electric field as shown in
Fig. 2(a). Second, the level splitting gives rise to more
sublevels, which reduces the gaps between the adjacent
ones. For example, the gaps at subsequently higher cross-
ing points B and C become increasingly smaller, leading to
increasingly enhanced LZTs at similar sweeping rates. A
larger portion of the atoms initially in the red state remains
in the same sloped levels along the dashed arrows shown in
Fig. 2(b). The initially prepared 31s (30p) state atoms thus
can stay in the red (blue) state longer and exhibit a net
negative (positive) IEDM.

FIG. 2. Energy levels of a sodium atom inside a pure electric
field exhibiting how a large energy gap (a) gets split if a crossed
magnetic field is applied (b). A symmetry breaking introduced
by the transverse magnetic field (B ¼ 0.8 T) makes an efficient
LZT that cannot occur in a pure electric field as denoted by
the red dashed arrows. See the Supplemental Material [23]
for the details of the map calculation with the aid of a B-spline
basis [24].
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We set up a sensitive apparatus as shown in Fig. 3 to
falsify the above enhanced LZT scenario for Rydberg
atoms prepared on state 31s. A sodium atomic beam is
intersected perpendicularly by a pulsed laser, which pre-
pares the Rydberg states, as in Fig. 3(a). Aweak F field of
20 V=cm generated by a pair of parallel Stark plates
separated by d ¼ 1 cm is always present in the state
preparation region, which ensures that the red 31s state
Rydberg atoms can also be produced by one-photon laser
excitation from the ground state 3s [30,31].
Immediately after the initial state preparation of 31s or

30p atoms from photon absorption at their respective
resonances, a copper wire parallel to the laser beam is
kept at an electric potential Vwire, which produces a 2D
radial gradient F field [32–36]. A Rydberg atom passing by
the wire will be attracted to it or repelled away depending
on the sign of its IEDM [34] [see Fig. 3(b)], if a fixed sign
dipole moment does exist. The trajectory change occurs
mainly in the regions right above and below the wire, where
the effect of deflection is maximum. If the resulting force
from the IEDM is attractive and sufficiently strong, an atom

will be steered into the (pink) region between the wire and
the grounded grid placed 2 mm downstream and get
ionized. Atomic ions produced this way travel faster after
gaining additional kinetic energy from the electric potential
difference between the wire and the grid, denoted by the red
dashed line, while those deflected away do not (shown by
the blue dashed line). Therefore, the implication is that an
efficient LZT is transformed and amplified into a faster
TOF flight signal.
The fast TOF signal is expected only for those red state

Rydberg atomswith large IEDMs,whosenet dipolemoments
are nevertheless nearly zero for sodium in a pure electric field
as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, if we apply a magnetic field
aligned along the atom beam, this signal becomes observable
due to the net IEDM induced by the crossed-field effect as we
propose in Fig. 2(b). The radial gradient electric field in the
regions right above and below the wire as shown in Fig. 3(b)
serves as the F component of the crossed fields, and is
denoted by the thick black arrows. The magnetic field is
supplied by a superconducting magnet bore (Oxford
Instruments), and the ion detector (microchannel plates) is
mounted along the central line but is outside of the bore to
avoid disturbance from the magnetic field [37,38].
The faster component of the TOF signal is indeed

observed experimentally, which confirms that only for
the 31s state atoms in crossed fields can this occur.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) summarize the observations for the
cases in pure magnetic and crossed fields while the TOF
spectra are redrawn for the selected red and blue states in
Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). A TOF spectrum for an atom in a pure
electric field is also shown in Fig. 4(c), which serves as a
reference, where atoms prepared in the adiabatic 31s or 30p
states, respectively shown by the black line connected red
or blue open circles, are found to carry no net IEDMs. As
indicated, their adiabatic passages occur over the avoided
level crossings even in the presence of a polarizing F field
with the wire voltage set at Vwire ¼ 170 V. Their TOF
signals remain essentially the same as those shown in
Fig. 4(d) for the case of a pure B field with no IEDM. The
pair of connected blue open circle traces in Fig. 4(d)
denotes the doublet 30p feature arising from the para-
magnetic interaction, labeled by 30pþ and 30p−, respec-
tively [28]. Our observations shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)
indicate that the attractive force on the red state atoms alone
inside a pure F field is insufficiently strong to deflect the
atoms into the early ionization region due to their small net
IEDMs from unfavorable LZTs.
However, Fig. 4(e) shows very different TOF traces for

atoms in the diabatic 31s state when both the crossed F
(Vwire ¼ 170 V) and B fields (B ¼ 0.8 T) are present.
Atoms in the 31s state now carry negative net IEDMs and
are strong field seekers. They are steered towards the copper
wirewhile passing by, which results in their early ionizations
within the (pink) wire-grid area. Their corresponding TOF
(t ¼ 17μs) is shorter than the usual value of t ¼ 21 μs

FIG. 3. Experimental setup (a) and atomic trajectory illustra-
tions (b). Aweak F field of 20 V=cm between the Stark plates is
always present to prepare red 31s Rydberg atoms by a suitable
resonant one-photon excitation. The copper wire parallel to the
laser beam is kept at a nonzero voltage to generate a 2D radial
gradient electric field F⃗, where the thick black arrows right above
and below the wire serve as the F component of the crossed
fields. The red state atoms gain more energy in the dashed
region along the trajectory due to an earlier ionization in the
crossed fields.
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for atoms ionized after passing the first grid as shown in
Figs. 4(c) and4(d).On the contrary, atoms in the diabatic 30p
state are repelled away from the wire due to their positive
signed net IEDMs and are ionized only after the grounded
grid, showing a usual flight time of t ¼ 21 μs. The sharp
inverted dip at t ¼ 0 is due to UV pump photons scattered
into the detector, which serves to calibrate the beginning of
the TOF. The different behaviors for the red state 31s in
noncrossed fields [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] versus in crossed fields
[Fig. 4(e)] imply adiabatic versus nonadiabatic behavior
while passing over the level crossings, respectively.
Assuming the LZTs occur efficiently for the red 31s state

atoms and that they indeed carry IEDMs of a fixed sign,
we can estimate the typical atomic kinetic motion in the
gradient F field surrounding the charged copper wire.
We consider as an example a circular orbit trajectory
located 1 mm above the copper wire center (of radius
rw ¼ 0.25 mm) as shown in Fig. 3(a). According to the
Stark map in Fig. 2(b), the diabatic 31s state possesses a
net IEDM of μd ∼ 1000 a:u:, which corresponds to a dipole
interaction potential UðrÞ ¼ μdFrðrÞ ∼ 6–13 meV, with
the F field strength estimated according to FrðrÞ ¼ Vwire=
lnðR0=rwÞ=r, and a length scale parameter R0 ¼ 1–5 mm,
depending on the distance to the grid and the Stark plates.
This estimation is based on approximately treating thewire’s
outer radius as a hypothetical hollow metallic cylinder [34].
For an average initial atomic velocity υ ∼ 450 m=s, the

corresponding kinetic energy for a sodium atom is around
Ek ¼ mυ2=2 ∼ 24 meV, which is of the same order of
magnitude of the electric dipole interaction energy UðrÞ.
Atoms getting as close as 1 mm to the wire will thus be
steered closer to the wire, eventually arriving at the wire-grid
region and getting ionized earlier there. Within such a
scheme, the sign of the net IEDM is kept fixed by the
diabatic LZTs between successive avoided crossing levels.
The analogous switching on or off of the electric field pulse
experienced by an atom in its rest frame is extremely fast,
on the time scale of the high velocity atoms traversing the
wire’s inhomogeneous electric field (∼1 μs), which roughly
corresponds to a sweeping rate of close to 104 V=cm μs.
Nevertheless, it remains much slower than 105 V=cm μs as
required for a completeLZTin a pureF field [14] as shown in
Fig. 5(a). The introduction of the crossed B field reduces the
required critical sweeping rate for an efficient LZT down to
2 × 103 V=cm μs, which is supported by detailed numerical
simulations as shown in Fig. 5(b). We also find numerically
that the LZT rate still retains a value of∼70% at a lower field
ofB ¼ 0.6 T at a fixed sweeping rate (104 V=cm μs), which
should remain observable experimentally.
In conclusion, we report the experimental observation

of an enhanced LZT due to atomic level symmetry
breaking. The high LZT rate inside crossed F and B
fields helps a Rydberg atom to display a large IEDM of a
fixed sign, which causes observable changes to the atomic
center of mass motion in a gradientF field. This scenario of
symmetry breaking facilitated control of LZTs by Rydberg
atoms promises interesting applications to dipole interac-
tion mediated quantum processes [39,40], especially con-
cerning their conditional dynamics such as in a dipole
blockade with couplings of a large number of quantum
states and pathways [41].

FIG. 5. The dependence of the atomic probability distribution
dynamics among the Stark states on the F field sweeping rate
for a sodium atom initially prepared in the red state 31s. In the
pure F field (a), a fast rate of α ¼ 105 V=cm μs is required for a
significant LZT. This reduces to < 2 × 103 V=cm μs in crossed
fields (b), demonstrating that a crossed B field enhances the LZT.FIG. 4. Observed TOF spectra for Rydberg atoms in a pure B

field (a) and in crossed fields (b), where the signal is inverted upside
down for better viewing. Specifically, the corresponding TOF
signals for 31s and 30p state atoms are redrawn in (d) and (e),
respectively, while the TOF signal for an atom in a pure gradient F
field in (c) serves as a reference. Different from that shown in (c)
and (d), the atoms in the 31s state travel much faster than the 30p
state ones as shown in (e), implicating their observable kinetic
energy gains due to the LZT induced net IEDMs.
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